
                Could this be the end for Ming Ming’s Scrabble Career??!!

Ming Ming beats 
old Chinese Scrab-
ble Champion!!?!?

Scrabble is Literally 
For Everyone !!

Wins for 
the 86th 
time!! 
Then los-
es?
Wow! Ming Ming 
makes the word kit-
teh !?!
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Ming Ming BeAtS Old ChineSe 
SCrABBle ChAMpiOn!
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Do cats play Scrabble? 
That  is a good ques-
tion, maybe something I 

should have asked my wife before 
marrying her? Any way, cats can 
play Scrabble, but most of them 
choose to eat lasagna, watch 
TV, and sleep. Cats are follow-
ing Garfield’s example and are 
not using their brains properly. 
Every cat except for one doesn’t 
play Scrabble. Ming Ming is her 
name, and she despises Garfield 
and plays Scrabble all the time. 
She has beaten many people in-
cluding the computer and herself. 
This answers the question.

Do Cats Play 
Scrabble?
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Ming Ming
 Makes 
The 
Word 
“kitteh” ?

Is “kitteh” a word? Has the world gone mad ?!?
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Is Ming Ming going to 
lose her 86 Scrabble 
win streak ??!!??

Could Ming Ming Lose ?!?!!?

Ming Ming has been training 
for months now, just to get 
ready to face a different oppo-

nent, but could she lose? She was playing 
with the opponent for an hour and when 
they finally came out we had found out 
the breaking news. Ming Ming Lost!!! 
She lost to her opponent by almost 130 
points! The opponent will be revealed 
on page 8 of this magazine. Will Ming 
Ming stay in bed and cry til her eyes fall 
out or will she pursue this opportunity in 
order to become a better Scrabble player? 
We’ll let you know in next weeks edition 
of “Weird Weekly”.

Breaking
News

Could Ming Ming Lose to 

Someone in the Game of 

Scrabble ?

“I haz lost” ?
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Ming Ming lOSeS ?!!
Ming Ming lost to her opponent Mon-
day, July 26th, 2010.

WhO iS thiS OppOnent? 

find OUt On pAge 8 !!

Ming Ming Wins 
For the 86th 
Time!!
                  Then Loses??
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Ming Ming beats an old Chinese Scrabble 
Champion and makes him retire playing 
Scrabble and forever work in a Chinese 

Restaurant!! 

Ming Ming Beats Old Chinese Scrabble Champion !!
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Ming Ming’s  Opponent!!
   It’s Shaggy !!!!!

Shaggy the lil’ baby !!!!
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Ming Ming’s  Opponent!!
   It’s Shaggy !!!!!

Shaggy Special

Shag-
gy left Ming 

Ming appalled after 
beating her in a game of 

Scrabble. Shaggy ranks as 
the worlds #1 best scrab-

ble player!!



Had Enough? If you 
have a story to put in 
next week’s magazine, 
contact the editor and 
work something out.

This magazine is not responsible for the sadness of you or your animal,  
suddenly having dyslexia and being able to play a game without cry-
ing.


